
WET + DRY VACUUMING 
COMPACT + POWERFUL  

Compact and Medium Wet + Dry Vacuuming
Versatile + Reliable
Convenient + User Friendly

INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTION
Industrial Vacuum Cleaner

WD12 2SWD12 1S



Integrated accessories 
holder for storage of items.     

Rugged wheels and 
castors on a sturdy caddy 
allow easy mobility over 
surfaces.

7373Sound level [dB]

83 x 43 x 4363 x 39 x 39Dimensions [cm]

Strainer shut-offLiquid overflow control

3218Tank capacity (gross) [litres]

2334023340Vacuum (max) [Pa]

220-240/50-60220-240/50-60Voltage [V]/[Hz]

2-stage2-stageFan type

By-passBy-passMotor cooling

200200Airflow (max) [m3/h]

2116Weight (w/o accessories) [kg]

12001200Motor Power [W]

WD12 2SWD12 1SSPECIFICATIONS

INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTION

Efficient 1200W suction power 
with high speed motors and 2-stage 
fans for optimal extraction capability. 
A lighter motor head unit allows 
easier removal for discharge. 

Bypass cooling protection 
prolongs motor operating life during 
heavy usage.

Capacity of 18 or 32 litres
(gross), with durable stainless 
steel tanks, for practical 
amounts of liquids and 
materials to be collected. 
Tanks can be easily tilted for 
waste discharge.  

Heavy duty 
stainless steel tanks

Robust and ergonomic 
design with high quality 
materials ensure strong and 
durable operating life.

Integrated carrying 
handle and cable holder.  

Multi-stage filtering 
includes disposable bags 
for dry dust, and a 
protective pre-filter 
polycarbon insert. Wet 
and dry polyester filter 
cartridge handles both 
dusts and liquids with a 
overflow shut-off float 
valve. 

Optional HEPA filter for 
fine dry dusts.

Sales & Enquiries:
: 65-6862 3388  : 65-6861 7575
:  sales@klenco-asia.com

Construction + Features

Full accessories kit for any cleaning applications.

The WD12 1S and WD12 2S industrial and professional vacuum cleaners series are 
optimised for compact but high powered wet & dry industrial vacuum applications. 
Able to handle wet, dry and fine dusts, the WD12 series gives high versatility +
efficiency, in a very ergonomic and convenient to use system. 

DUST MATERIAL & FUME EXTRACTION
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KS03979-C (5/pkt)KS00147-C (10/pkt)Paper filter bags, dry, disposable

KS06388-Reducer (nozzle adaptor) 

FILTERS (standard / optional)

KSKX21180-1KSKX21178 Prefilter, polycarbon (washable)

KS06061KS03742Polyester cartridge (washable)

-KS00616Triangle nozzle

KS06295KS00004Dusting brush, round

Ø 38 mmØ 36 mm

KS00003KS00617Crevice nozzle

KS06389KS06158Suction tube, bent

KS06387 (x 2)KS06240 (x 2)Suction tube, straight

KS06385KS02720Wet floor nozzle

KS06384KS00632Dry floor nozzle

KS02995KS02881HEPA filter cartridge

KS00008G55 (2.5m)KS01685G (2m)Suction hose assembly c/w cuff

WD12 2SWD12 1SSTANDARD ACCESSORIES


